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Exoplanets and astrobiology

• Astrobiological studies of exoplanets are focused on:
search for habitable exoplanets and search for biosignatures

At variance with Solar System studies, we cannot perform close-by observations 
and we cannot obtain samples  

• Search for habitable exoplanets
The habitability of exoplanets can be assessed with climate models constrained 

by orbital, stellar and planetary data
In the case of exoplanets the focus is on surface habitability  
Sub-surface life is unlikely to generate atmospheric biosignatures

• Search for biosignatures
Biosignatures can be searched in the spectra of exoplanetary atmospheres 



Time scales of 
Earth’s life

Time spent on the main sequence by 
stars with different spectral types

Continuous habitability 
(long-term persistence of habitability conditions)

and spectral type of the host star

Early-type stars have life times 
shorter than evolutionary time 

scales of terrestrial life 



Searching for habitable exoplanets
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• Basic search criteria (in light of present-day observational limitations)
- Insolation compatible with “habitable zone”

Calculated from stellar luminosity and orbital parameters
This criterion by itself guarantees the existence of an energy source 
sufficient to drive photosynthesis (the energy requirements for 
photosynthesis are extremely low)

- Terrestrial type
M ≲ 10 MEarth or R ≲ 2 REarth

Planets with larger mass/size adquire an extended atmosphere without 
habitable conditions (similar to that of giant planets)

• Presence of water is assumed
- In principle, can be tested with spectroscopic observations of 

exoplanetary atmospheres



Habitable planets: selection bias in favour of M-type stars

The luminosity and spectral type of the host star affects the location of the 
habitable zone, which gets closer to the star for M-type host stars



• Doppler method
The semi-amplitude of the radial velocity curves scales as

K ~ ( a M* )-½
where a is the semi-major axis, M* the stellar mass

The advantage of a smaller stellar mass combines with the advantage of 
the smaller distance of the habitable zone  

For a given planetary mass, the Doppler signal of a planet in the HZ of an 
M-type star is ~ 3-30 times stronger than the signal of planet in the 
HZ of a solar-type star  

Habitable planets: selection bias in favour of M-type stars



• Transit method 
The geometrical probability increases with decreasing semi-major axis

Since habitable planets around late-type stars are located at small a, the 
geometrical probability is higher for late-type stars

Also the depth of the transit signal favours stars with smaller radii.
In practice, among main-sequence stars, favours M-type stars

Habitable planets: selection bias in favour of M-type stars



Planets in the habitable zone around M-type stars 
are affected by several problems: 

tidal locking, stellar activity, water delivery

Habitability around M-type stars



• The vicinity to the star leads to strong tidal interactions which slow down 
the planetary rotation period

• Eventually, the planetary orbital period may become synchronized with 
the rotation period (“tidal locking”)
- The distance from the star at which the planet becomes tidally locked after a 

time t scales as 
r ∝(Po t /Q)1/6 M*

1/3

where Po is the initial rotation period, Q is a planetary dissipation factor and 
M* the stellar mass
for t=109 yr and Po=0.5 d, typical values of r are lower than ~0.3 AU

• Tidal locking has heavy implications on the planetary climate
- Only one hemisphere is constantly illuminated
- In absence of atmospheric transport, the planet could be habitable only 

in a narrow circle between the dark and illuminated side
- In presence of atmospheric transport, the planet would be 

characterized by a very strong circulation between the two sides

Habitability around M-type stars: tidal locking



• The intense stellar activity of late-type stars, may limit the habitability  
- in low-mass stars stellar activity is more intense and long-lasting than in 

solar-type stars
- strong stellar winds tend to erode planetary atmospheres
- high-energy charged particles accelerated by stellar magnetic fields will 

induce a high dose of ionizing radiation on the planet surface

- A strong planetary magnetic field and a thick atmosphere are required to 
mitigate these effects

- The thick atmosphere would also mitigate the temperature gradients 
between the illuminated and dark hemispheres, but would be characterized 
by very strong surface winds

Habitability around M-type stars: stellar activity



• Planets in the habitable zone of M-type stars could be dry
- Simulations of planetary formation in late-type stars predict that 

planets in the habitable zone of M-type stars would accrete dry 
planetesimals

- The accreted planets would be dry, unless volatiles are adquired from 
distant wet planetesimals driven to the inner regions of the planetary 
system as a result of a dynamical instability

• None of the above problems completely prevents the habitability around 
M-type stars
- For instance, tidal locking could drive a 3:2 spin-orbit resonance 

(rather than 1:1 resonance), as in the case of Mercury; in this case all 
the planetary surface would be illuminated during each orbit

Habitability around M-type stars: water delivery



The Trappist-1 planetary system
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Gillon et al. (2018)

Rocky planets in the habitable zone around an extremely cool central star



Kepler 452b
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Habitable (possibly rocky planet) around a solar-type star

Silva et al. (2017)
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Searching for life in exoplanets:
atmospheric biosignatures

Life metabolizes and dissipates metabolic by-products
that can accumulate in the planetary atmosphere acting as biosignature gases

In searching for atmospheric biosignatures we do not worry about what life is, 
but just on what life does (that is, life metabolizes)

In this approach it is assumed that life with active metabolism 
is spread on the planet

Life on the surface has a better chance to interact with the atmosphere 
and generate atmospheric biosignatures



Observations of exoplanet atmospheres

Exoplanet atmospheres can be studied with different methods

– Direct imaging 
Photometry in different spectral bands or spectroscopy of the intrisic 
planetary emission can constrain models of atmospheric spectra 

– Primary transits
The atmospheric spectrum of the planet can be observed in 
transmission 
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Photometry of planetary atmospheres
from direct imaging
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Example: planetary system detected 
with direct imaging 

HR 8799 b, c, d  (Marois et al. 2008)
M = 7, 10, 10 MJ     - a = 68, 38, 24 AU

Infrared bands



Transmission spectrum of planetary atmospheres

Due to the spectral dependence of 
the atmospheric absorption, the 
radius of the planet (measured 

with the transit method) will vary 
as a function of wavelength

The radius will be larger at 
wavelengths were the atmosphere 

is more absorbing

In this way, it is possible to obtain 
an atmospheric transmission 
spectrum from the observed 

wavelength dependence of the 
radius, Rp=Rp(λ)



Transmission spectroscopy of planetary atmospheres

The atmospheric absorption signal scales with the scale-height of the 
atmosphere, h, and the planet radius, Rp

Detection bias favours stars with smaller radii

Gaseous giants give the strongest signal, for a given type of star
– e.g. Tinetti et al. (2007)

Space-born instrumentation optimized for the infrared band is particularly 
important for this type of observation

– e.g. HST, Spitzer
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Searching for atmospheric biosignatures in exoplanets

The problem of searching for atmospheric biosignatures is two-fold:

(1) enhancing the observational techniques to the point at which atmospheric 
spectra of terrestrial-type planets can be obtained

(2) identifying molecular species that, from the comparison of the molecular 
abundances measured in the atmosphere, can be used as reliable biosignatures
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Atmospheric oxygen as a biosignature

Based on the evolution of Earths atmospheric composition, oxygen is a promising 
biomarker for exoplanet atmospheres  

If oxygen is found in exoplanet atmospheres, a calculation of equilibrium 
abundances of all observed molecular species should be carried out:
deviations from equilibrium abundances would be a signature of life 
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Atmospheric biosignatures: 
chemical disequilibrium

Biological processes are expected to drive the atmosphere 
out of thermochemical equilibrium 

The idea is that gas by-products from metabolic reactions can accumulate in 
the atmosphere and would be recognized as biosignatures because 
abiotic processes are unlikely to create a chemical disequilibrium 

Chemical equilibrium calculations are performed using 
a network of redox chemical reactions, where 

an electron is added (reduction) or removed (oxidation) 
from an atom or molecule

Redox chemistry is used by all life on Earth and is more flexible
than non-redox chemistry

Example: Earth’s atmosphere has oxygen (a highly oxidized species) and
methane (a very reduced species) several orders of magnitude out of 

thermochemical redox equilibrium



Future observations of planetary atmospheres

Atmospheres of giant planets have already 
been observed several times
Atmospheres of super-Earths are becoming 
feasible, especially with JWST, and in the 
next few years with ARIEL

– A large variety of bulk and 
atmospheric composition not found 
in the Solar System is expected 
(e.g., ocean planets)

Earth-like, thin atmospheres are beyond the 
detection limits expected for the projects 
currently under development
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The Galactic Habitable Zone (GHZ)
Motivated by one of the aims of astrobiology: 

Exploring the (potential) distribution of life in the universe

Important differences with respect to the classic (i.e., circumstellar) HZ

1) The habitability criteria of the GHZ are based on statistical distributions of 
Galactic properties and yield probability distributions

The results are purely statistical

2) Some habitability criteria used to define the GHZ refer to macroscopic life
Comparable to animal or plant life on Earth

The time scales of life evolution enter in the calculation of GHZ
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Mapping astrophysical quantities 
related to Galactic evolution into 
probabilities of astrobiological interest

In the original formulation

Metallicity & probability of planet 
formation
Z(xi,t)    ➔ πPF(xi,t)

Supernova rates & probability of life 
destruction
RSN(xi,t) ➔ πLD(xi,t)

General concept of the Galactic habitable zone

Gonzalez et al. 2001, Icarus,152,185

Lineweaver et al. 2004, Science 303, 59



Criticism and open issues in the definition of the GHZ

• Still not clear the relationship between metallicity and probability of 
formation of terrestrial-type planets
Exoplanet statistics will clarify this point in the future, when more data 
will be available for terrestrial planets at very low metallicities

• Ambiguous role of supernovae explosions in the context of life evolution
Only extremely close supernovae can sterilize a planet
Supernovae may trigger life evolution, leading to the formation of new 
species

• The classic criteria that define the GHZ need to be refined and it is 
desirable to find new criteria

• GHZ studies can be performed with classic models of galactic chemical 
evolution or with simulations of structure formation


